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Applications of Living Systems Theory
to Life in Space*

James Grier Miller

Introduction

Earth, so far as we know, is the

only planet in our solar system on

which living systems have ever
existed. Since Earth's primeval

atmosphere lacked free oxygen
and therefore had no ozone layer

to protect primitive cells and

organisms from the Sun's killing
radiation, life evolved in the sea for

the first two billion years. The

biological activity of primitive algae
is considered a major factor in

creating our oxygen atmosphere,

making it possible to colonize land.

Now the human species is

contemplating a second great

migration, this time into space.

Human settlements, first on space
stations in orbit and then on bases

on the Moon, Mars, and other

planetary bodies, are in the

planning stage.

Planning for nonterrestrial living

requires a reorientation of the long-

range strategic purposes and short-

range tactical goals .and objectives

of contemporary space programs.

The primary focus must be on the
human beings who are to inhabit

the projected settlements. This

implies a shift in thinking by space
scientists and administrators so that

a satisfactory quality of human life

becomes as important as safety

during space travel and residence.
Planners are challenged not only to

provide transportation, energy,
food, and habitats but also to

develop social and ecological

systems that enhance human life.

Making people the dominant
consideration does not diminish

the need to attend to technologies

for taking spacefarers to their

new homes and providing an
infrastructure to sustain and

support them in what will almost

certainly be a harsh and stressful

setting (Connors, Harrison, and

Akins 1985).

As clear a vision as possible of

human organizations and

settlements in space and on
nonterrestrial bodies in the

21 st century should be gained

now. A beginning was made by
the National Commission on Space

(1986) in depicting the human
future on the space frontier.

Behavioral scientists, particularly

those with a general systems

orientation, can contribute uniquely

to this process. They can do

research to improve strategic and

programmatic planning focused on
human needs and behavior. The

results should prove to be the

drivers of the mechanical, physical,

and biological engineering required

to create the space infrastructure.

;-7F-

*Presentedat the NASA-NSF conference The Human Experience in Antarctica: Applications to
Life in Space, held in Sunnyvale, CA, August 17, 1987.
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Spacelab 1

As technicians examine the Spacelab
module, a physician examines a
prospective occupant. As we
contemplate long journeys to other
planets and lengthy stays in space, we
must plan not only for the safe
transportation and fife support of
spacefarers but also for their comfort
and well-being. Thehighmotivation that
has characterized astronauts and
cosmonauts in space flights so far
cannot be expected to endure
avoidable difficulties throughout tong
missions.

Artist: Charles Schmidt (NASA Art
Program Collection)
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When we envision nonterrestrial

stays of long duration, we must

plan for quite different social

phenomena than we have seen

in space missions up to now.

Astronauts have lived on space

stations for periods of a few
weeks or months at most. The

great majority of missions have

been relatively brief. Such

missions have required the daring

and initiative of carefully selected

and highly trained astronauts

equipped to accomplish limited
goals. If people are to remain

permanently in settlements far from

Earth, however, they cannot endure
the inconvenient, uncomfortable,

and difficult working and living
conditions that have been the lot of

the highly trained and motivated

professionals who have gone into

space over the past 30 years.

Months and years in a space

environment are an entirely
different matter. Motivation

diminishes over time and long-
continued discomforts are hard to

bear.
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If men, women, and perhaps

even children live together in
nonterrestrial locations which, even

with excellent communications to

Earth, are inevitably isolating, their

behavior will undoubtedly be

different from any that has so far
been observed in space. A new

space culture may well arise (see

Harris's paper on space culture in
this volume). This is particularly

likely in an international program
that includes people from different
nations and diverse cultures. It is

not too early to begin systematically

to try to understand what such
settlements will be like in order

to plan wisely for them.

No place on Earth closely

resembles the conditions in space,

on the Moon, or on other planetary
bodies. The harsh environmental

stresses and the isolation that

must be faced by people who
winter over in Antarctica, however,

are similar in many ways. If the

logistical problems of doing
research there and the attendant

costs can be coped with, perhaps
Antarctica is the best place within

the Earth's gravity field to analyze

the problems of life in space and

even to put a space station
simulator or to model a lunar

outpost. Also it is a good place

to develop plans for continuous
monitoring of human behavior

under rigorous conditions, by

procedures such as those based
on living systems theory, which is
outlined below. If that kind of

Antarctic research is infeasible or

unduly costly, we can consider

doing space station research at

other locations, such as the Space

Biospheres at Oracle, Arizona, or

on space station simulators at

Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville, Alabama; at McDonnell

Douglas Corporation in Huntington
Beach, California; or at Ames

Research Center at Moffett Field,

California.
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ORIGINAL FAGE

BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAP_

Researcher notes condition of insect-

growing area at Biosphere II

Biosphere !1 Test Module

On November 2, t989, botanist LJnda

Leigh stepped inside an airlock and
entered an ecosystem separate from the
biosphere of the Earth. For the next
21 days, the air she breathed, the water
she drank, and the food she ate were
generated by the ecosystem within the
17 O00-cubic-foot airtight glass and steel
Test Module of Space Biospheres
Ventures in Oracle, Arizona. Leigh

harvested fruits, vegetables, herbs, and
fish grown in the module and prepared
them in the module's human habitat

section, which includes an efficiency
kitchen, a bathroom with a shower, a bed,

and a study area with a desk. She
communicated with colleagues and
observed air and water quality data, by

computer monitor. In this, as in the
previous two tests, all environmental quality
indicators remained well within safety
fimits and the human inhabitant remained

in excellent health and spirits. James
Grier Miller suggests the appfication of
measures based on living systems theory
to human behavior in such a simulation of

fife on a space station.
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Synopsis of Living

Systems Theory

Living systems theory (LST)

provides one possible basis for
such research. This is an

integrated conceptual approach to

the study of biological and social

living systems, the technologies
associated with them, and the

ecological systems of which they

are all parts. It offers a method of

analyzing systems--living systems

process analysis--which has been

used in basic and applied research

on a variety of different kinds of

systems.

Since 1984 my colleagues and I

have been examining how LST can
contribute to the effectiveness of

space planning and management.
At the NASA summer study in

LaJolla, we focused on strategic

planning for a lunar base. Since
then a team of behavioral and

other scientists has explored ways

in which a living systems analysis
could be employed by NASA to

enhance the livability of the Space

Shuttle and eventually of the space
station.

The LST approach to research

and theoretical writing differs

significantly from that commonly

Space Station Trainer

This accurate physical mockup of a
space station module is used to train
prospective crewmembers in the use of
equipment. The Johnson Space Center
also has simulators, which, althoughthey
do not look from the outside as the actual
hardware will look, do give crewmembers
the feeling of being in space. It is not
possible to make a trainer/simulator that
both looks and feels like the real thing.
NASA planners also look at analog
situations, like the isolated environment
at the South Pole, to study how people
function under such rigorous conditions.
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followedinempiricalscience.
Onereasonforthisdifferenceis
thatLSTwasdevelopedbyan
interdisciplinarygroupof scientists
ratherthanrepresentativesof one
discipline.Manymembersof the
groupwereseniorprofessors
withnationalandinternational
recognitionintheirownspecialties.
Allmembershadadvancedtraining
inatleastonediscipline.Butthey
agreedontheimportanceof
achievingunity in science, working

toward t3_e goal of its ultimate

integration bydeveloping general
theories. Research concerned with

living systems is designed with this

goal in mind. It focuses on the

following concerns.

1. Compartmentalization of
Science

Modern science suffers from

structural problems that have their

roots in conceptual issues. The

organization of universities by

departments, and the structure of

science generally, emphasizes the

separate discipIines_ The rewards
of academic life are given for

becoming expert in a specialty or
subspec_lty_]t is important,

however, that, although the major

work of science must be done by

specialists, they should all realize

that they are contributing to a
mosaic and that their work fits, like

a piece of a jigsaw puzzle, into an

overall picture.

In the real world of daily affairs,

whether one is dealing with

computers and information

processing or with housing,

finance, legislation, or industrial

production, the problems are always

interdisciplinary. The problems

that face space enterprises are

also interdisciplinary. Each

major project needs the skills of

engineers, lawyers, economists,

computer scientists, biologists,
and social scientists in different

combinations.

2. Inductive General Theory

There are two major stages in
the scientific process: first, the

inductive stage, and, second, the

deductive stage. The inductive

stage is logically prior. Scientists

begin the first stage by observing

some class of phenomena and

identifying certain similarities
among these phenomena.

Then they consider alternative

explanations for these similarities

and generate hypotheses to

determine which explanation
is correct.

A goal of Science that has been

recognized for centuries is the

development of both special

theories of limited scope and

genera[the0ries that unify or

integrate special theories and cover

broader spheres of knowledge. It

is usually necessary to start with



specialtheoriesthatdealwith a

limited set of phenomena. Middle-

range theories concerned with a

greater number of phenomena
come later. Ultimately a body of
research based on these leads to

general theories that include a

major segment of the total subject
matter of a field or of several

fields.

The desirability and usefulness of

general theory is more widely
acknowledged in some disciplines,

like mathematics and physics,

than in others. Unfortunately

many students of science and
even senior scientists have not

been taught about this goal and
are unaware of it. Of course

scientists, under the principles of
the First Amendment and of

academic freedom, may generate

their hypotheses any way they

please. Then they can test or

evaluate them by collecting data
and either confirm or disprove

them. The findings resulting

from such a procedure, however,

may not have any discoverable
relationship to the findings of any
other research in the same field.

Voluntary scientific self-discipline
in the mature sciences leads

researchers to prefer to carry out

studies which test hypotheses

that distinguish critically between

alternative special theories,

middle-range theories, and

ultimately general theories. The

goal of research on LST is to
collect data to make deductive

tests of hypotheses derived from
inductive, integrative theory.

3. Common Dimensions

If scientists or engineers from
different fields are to work

together, it is desirable that the
dimensions and measurements

they use be compatible.
Experimenters in physical and

biological sciences ordinarily

make their measurements using
dimensions identical to those used

by other scientists in those fields,
or other units that have known

transformations to them.

It should eventually be possible to

write transformation equations to

reduce dimensions of any of the

disciplines of physical, biological,
or social science into common

dimensions that are compatible

with the meter-kilogram-second

system of measurement so that

specialists in different fields
can communicate precisely.

Investigators studying LST attempt
to use such dimensions whenever

it is possible.

If some phenomena of living

systems cannot be measured

along such dimensions, one or

more others may have to be used.
If this is done, however, an explicit

statement should always be made

that those particular dimensions
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areincommensurablewiththe
establisheddimensionsof natural
science.Furthermore,resolute
effortsshouldbemadeto discover
transformationequationsthat
relatethemto theestablished
dimensions.Ourexperience
indicatesthatinmanycases
thiscanbedone. Theuseof
transformationequationsis
advocatedratherthananattempt
to godirectlyto somesystemof
commondimensionsbecause
peopleindifferentdisciplinesoften
feelthatthemeasurestowhich
theyareaccustomedarepreferable
in theirownfields.Transformation
equationsarea reasonablefirst
stepto commondimensions.

Comparabledimensionsforliving
andnonlivingsystemsare
increasinglyusefulas matter-

energy and information processing

technologies become more

sophisticated and are more widely

employed throughout the World.
The design of person/machine

interfaces, for exarn_pie, is more
precise and efficient when both

sides are measured comparably.

Engineers and behavioral scientists

are able to cooperate in joint

projects much more effectively than

they ordinarily have in the past,

Such cooperation greatly facilitates

space science. Such comparability
of dimensions is a main theme of

the program projected in this

proposal.

4. Coexistence of Structure and

Process

It is important not to separate

functional (that is, process)
science from structural science.

Psychology and physiology are

process sciences at the level of

the organism, and sociology

and political science are process

sciences at the level of the society.

Gross anatomy and neuroanatomy
are structura| sciences at the level

of the organism, and physical

geography is a structural science

at the level of the society.

A psychologist or neurophysiologist,

however, is inevitably limited if

she or he cannot identify the
anatomical structure that mediates

an observed process, and an

anatomist can have only a partial

understanding of a structure

without comprehending its function.

Consequently, whenever a process
has been identified but the structure

that carries it out is not known, it

should be an insistent goal of

science to identify the structure.
The opposite is als0 true: It should

be an insistent goal of science to

identify the process or processes
that a structure Carries out. Often

this is disregarded because it is

not thought to be urgent. The

main reason for this appears
to be that, in the academic world,

process or functional sciences are

administratively separate from,
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andinpoorcommunicationwith,
theirrelevantstructuralsciences
(e.g.,grossanatomyatthe levelof
theorganismor physicalgeography
atthe levelofthesociety).

5. Biosocial Evolution

Living systems are open systems
that take from the environment

substances of lower entropy and

higher information content (food,

energy, information) than they put
back into the environment (waste,

heat, noise). This thermodynamically

improbable increase of internal
information (negative entropy),

which does not occur in nonliving

systems, makes it possible for them
to grow, do work, make products,

and carry on other life functions.

On the basis of a mass of

supporting scientific evidence,
LST asserts that over the last

approximately 3.8 billion years a
continuous biosocial evolution has

occurred, in the overall direction of

increased complexity. It has so far

resulted in eight levels of living

systems: cells, organs, organisms,

groups, organizations, communities,

societies, and supranational systems.
This evolution came about by a

process of fray-out (see fig. 1) in

which the larger, higher-level

systems evolved with more (and

more complex) components in each

subsystem than those below them

in the hierarchy of living systems.

Fray-out can be likened to the

unraveling of a ship's cable. The

cable is a single unit but it can

separate into the several ropes

that compose it. These can unravel
further into finer strands, strings,
and threads.

Systems at each succeeding level

are composed principally of systems
at the level below. Cells have

nonliving molecular components,

organs are composed of cells,

organisms of organs, groups are

composed of organisms, and so

on. Systems at higher levels are

suprasystems of their component,
lower-level systems, which are

organized into subsystems, each

of which performs one of the
activities essential to all living

systems.

Our identification of these

subsystems was under way by

1955. By 1965 we had identified
19 of them. A 20th, the timer,

was identified only recently (Miller

1990). It is interesting that a

group of researchers at Lockheed

Corporation in 1985, apparently

without any underlying conceptual

theory or any knowledge of our

previous work, identified a set of
elements and subelements of the

living and nonliving aspects of a

space station with significant

similarities to our subsystems.

They were not wholly comparable,
however. One incompatibility is that

the Lockheed researchers listed as

elements or subelements not only

what we call "subsystems" but also

what we call "levels" and "flows."
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Level

Supranational
system Filament

!

Figure 1

Fray.Out

We can visualize the relationship
among the levels of living systems by
comparing a ceil to a ship's cable. As
the more complex levels "fray-out" from
their cellular form, they grow and thus
produce the larger forms. Each of these
levels, small or large, is composed of
the same 20 subsystems, however.
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6. Emergents

The fact that systems at each

level have systems at the level

next below as their principal

components doesn't mean that

it is possible to understand any

system as just an accumulation of

lower-level systems. A cell cannot

be described by summing the

chemical properties of the

molecules that compose it, nor can

an organism be described by even
a detailed account of the structure

and processes of its organs. LST

gives no support to reductionism.

At each higher level of living

systems there are important
similarities to the lower levels, but

there are also differences. Higher-

level systems have emergent

structures and processes that are

not present at lower levels.

Emergents are novel processes,

made possible because higher-level

systems have a greater number of

components with more complicated

relationships among them. It is this

increased complexity that makes

the whole system greater than the

simple sum of its parts, and gives

it more capability. Higher-level

systems are larger, on average,

and more complex than those

below them in the hierarchy of

living systems. They can adapt to

a greater range of environmental
variation, withstand more stress,

and exploit environments not

available to less complex systems.

7. The Subsystems of Living

Systems

Because of the evolutionary

relationship among them, all

living systems have similar

requirements for matter and

energy, without which they cannot

survive. They must secure food,

fuel, or raw materials. They must

process their inputs in various

ways to maintain their structure,

reproduce, make products, and
carry out other essential activities.
The metabolism of matter and

energy is the energetics of living

systems.

Input, processing, and output of
information is also essential in living

systems. This is the "metabolism"
of information.

LST identifies 20 essential

processes which, together with one

or more components, constitute the

20 subsystems of living systems

(see table 1). With the exception

of the 2 subsystems of the learning

process, which seem to have

evolved with animal organisms,

all 20 processes appear to be

present at each of the eight levels,

although they may not be present

in all types of systems at a given
level. Bacteria, which are cells,

for example, have no motor

subsystems but many other types

of cells have motor components
and can move about in the
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environmentormovepartsofthe
environmentwithrelationtothem.
Similarly,somegroupsand
organizationsprocesslittleorno
matter-energy.Somesystems
clearlyhavecomponentsfor
certainprocessesbutthese

componentshavenotbeen
identified.Thisis largelytruefor
organismassociating.Eventhe
simplestanimalshavesomeform
of learningbutthecomponentsare
notcertainlyknown.

TABLE1. The Subsystems of Living Systems

Subsystems which process both matter-energy and information

1. Reproducer, the subsystem which carries out the instructions in the genetic information or charter of a system and mobilizes matter, energy, and

information to produce one or more similar systems.

2. Boundary, the subsystem at the perimeter of a system that holds together the components which make up the system, protects them from

environmental stresses, and excludes or permits entry to various sorts of matter-energy and information.

Subsystems which process matter-energy Subsystems which process information

3. Ingestor, the subsystem which brings matter-energy across t 1. Input transducer, the sensory subsystem which brings markers bearing

the system boundary from the environment information into the system, changing them to other matter-energy forms
suitable for transmission within it.

12. Internal transducer, the sensory subsystem which receives, from subsystems

or components within the system, markers bearing information about

significant alterations in those subsystems or components, changing them to
other matter-energy forms of a sort which can be transmitted within it.

4. t3 Channel and net, the subsystem composed of a single route in physical
space or multiple interconnected routes 0vet which markers bearing

information are transmitted to all parts of the system.

14 Timer, the subsystem which transmits to the decider information about time-
related states of' the environment or of components of the system. This

information signals the decider of the system or deciders of subsystems to

start, stop, alter the rate, or advance or delay the phase of one or more of the

system's processes, thus coordinating them in time.

5. 15. Decoder, the subsystem which alters the code of information input to it

through the input transducer or internal transducer into a "private" code that
can be used internally by the system.

6 16. Associator, the subsystem which carries out the first stage of the learning

process, forming enduring associations among items of information in the

system.

Distributor, the subsystem which carries inputs from outside

the system or outputs from its subsystems around the

system to each component.

Converter, the subsystem which changes certain inputs to

the system into forms more useful for the.special processes

of that particular system.

Producer, the subsystem which forms stable associations
that endure for significant periods among matter-energy

inputs to the system or outputs from its converter, the

materials synthesized being for growth, damage repair, or
replacement of components of the system, or for providing

energy for moving or constituting the system's outputs of

products or information markersto its suprasystem.
Matter-energy" storage, the subsystem which places matter

or energy at some location in the system, retains it over time,

and retrieves it.

8. Extruder, the subsystem which transmits matter-energy out

of the system in the forms of products or wastes

9. Motor, the subsystem which moves the system or parts of it

in relation to part or all of its environment or moves
components of its environment in relation to each other.

10. Supporter, the subsystem which maintains the proper spatial

relationships among components of the system, so that they
can interact without weighting each other down or crowding

each other.

17

18.

19

I 20.

Memory, the subsystem which carries out the second stage of the learning

process, storing information in the system for different periods of time, and

then retrieving it.
Decider, the executive subsystem which receives information inputs from all

other subsystems and transmits to them outputs for guidance, coordination,

and control of the system.
Encoder. the subsystem which alters the code of information input to it from

other information processing subsystems, from a "private" code used

internally by the system into a "public" code which can be interpreted by

other systems in its environment.
Output transducer, the subsystem which puts out markers bearing

information from the system, changing markers within the system into other

matter-energy forms which can be transmitted over channels in the system's

environment
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A setof symbols,shownin figure2,
havebeendesignedto represent
thelevels,subsystems,andmajor
flowsin livingsystems.Theyare
intendedfor usein simulationsand

diagramsandarecompatiblewith
thestandardsymbolsof electrical
engineeringandcomputerscience.
Theycanalsobeusedingraphics
andflowcharts.

Levels

1, Cell 5. Organization

2. Organ 6. Community

3. Organism 7. Society

4. Group 8. Supranational

system

its Suprasystem its Subsystems

Example- A group in Exam_e; A group
an organ_zalion

Subsystemin its _-_ Subsystem
System Example: A group which
Example;A decoder is a reproducer in a
subsystemin a group higher-Tevelsystem

Subsystems

Matter-Energy &
Information

.4
Reproducer

Bounda_

Matter-Energy

tngestor

Distributor I_

Converter

Producer

Matter-energy 6storage

Extruder

Motor

Supporter

Information

,_ Inputtransducer

Internaltransducer

[_ hanneland net

Q Timer

Decoder

•_ Associator

{_ Memory

O Decider _<_

Output

_ill_# transducer

Stages of Deciding

Purposes

Goals

O Purposesand goals

Analysis

_ ynthesis

t_ Implementing

Transmissions

Matler Energy

> >
Information

mmmmmO = _>
People Money

(Mailer Energy lntormalion) (Subclass of information)

Nonliving Subsystems

A doI iS added to Ihe center of a symbol
to indicate a non?iving subsystem

ConverterlmProducerD ,ngestor} Figure 2

Living Systems Theory Symbols
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Ifa system lacks components for

a given subsystem or part of it,

it may disperse the process to a

system at the same or another
level. Symbiosis and parasitism

are examples. The essential part
of the associator subsystem in

organizations is downwardly

dispersed to human brains, since

an organization makes associations

only when human subcomponents

have done so. An organization

may, however, have some

components, like a training

department, that are involved in

the process, tt is also possible for

TABLE 2. Selected Major Components of Each of the 20 Critical Subsystems

at Each of the Eight Levels of Living Systems"

Subsystem Reproducer

Level

Cell DNA and

RNA

molecules

Organ Upwa_dty

dispe_ sad Io

organism

Organism Tesles,

ovaries,

ulerus,

genitalia

Group NASA oIb_.el

who selects

astronauls for

crew

Organization OispersRd

upward In

society [hul

creates space

agency

Communlly S_ce _n_y

that eslabtishes

space slabon

Sociely Constitutional

convention thai

writes nalional

conslilufion

Supranational United

sySlem Nalions when

H c,eales new

51zpral)a li_nal

agency

Boundary

i Maffet energy

_nd inlormMion

Ouler membrane

Matter energy

I and fnfc_matfon

Capsule or

outer layer

Mafia, energy

and information ¸

Skin of

othel ouler

covedng

Matfel.energy

Inspe_lor s ol

covering ot

_;pacecrat I

hlformalion:

Crew radio

operalor

Mailer energy

NASA

: i,_speclors ol

: contlacfed

equtpmenl

InformMion

NASA guards

who arresl

inlruders

Metre, -energy

Dispersed to

builders of

habilal

tl]formalion

Operalors

of downlink

to Earth

Matter-energy

Customs serwce

Into,mellon

Security agency

Matter.energy

Troops al

8edin Wall

I hdormation

NATO security

i personnel

Ingestol

TranSpOrt

molecules

Input arlery

Mouth.

nor,B, skin,

tn some

species

Aslron_ulS

who bring

damaged

sat elfile into

spacecraft

Receiving

depattmenl

otNASA

cenler

Receivers of

malerlats

Irom

Shutlte

fmmigralion

service

Legislalive

body Ihat

admils

nations

Oistribulor

Endoplasmic

reticulum

Intercellular

fluid

Vascular

system of

higher animals

Crewmernber

who disbibules

food

Conveyer

bell in

factory thai

makes parls

Ior space

habital

Food smvers

in dining

lacilily

Operalors ol

national

railroads

Personnel

who operate

supranational

power grids

Converler

Enzyme In

mit ochondrion

Parenchymal

cell

Upper

gast_oinlestinai

Ifacl

Dispersed Io

maker ol

packaged

rabons

Wot kers who

stamp out

paris Ior

space

vehicle

Organizallon

Ihalmmes

Moon

Nuclear

induslry

EURATOM,

CERN,

IAEA

Producer

Chtomplasl

In green

planl

Is_ls of

LanOerhans

olpancreas

OTgansthal

synlheSlzg

malerials lot

melabollsm

and repair

C_ewmembers

who repair

damaged

equtpmen! .

OO_tOf S who

examine

aslronauts

MedicaT

organization

in space

communlly

All farmers

and lectory

workers ol a

counlry

Wod, d

Heallh

Organlzalion

Adenosine

t riphosphate

Central

lumen of

glands

Fatty

llssues

Crewmember

who slows

scienltlic

instrumenls

Wolkers

who since

supplies on

space vehicle

Wmkers

who put supplies

into slorage

areas

Soldiers

in Army

balracks

Intelnalional

storage

dams and

reservoirs

Exlruder

Contractile

vacuoles

Output

vein

Sweat

glands ol

animal skin

Crew that

e)eclssatellge

into orbit

Janitors

in NASA

buildings

Mine

organization

Ibalsends

minerals

I0 Earth

Export

organizalIOns

ol a counlry

Downwardly

dispersed tO

sociebes

Motor

Cilia, flaQetlae,

pseudopodia

Smoolhmusc_,

cardiac muscle

Skelelal

muscle of

higher animals

Oownwaldly

dispersed to

individual

members

Driver of

ganlry

crane

Drivers

of Moon

surface

vehicles

Aeeosp_lce

induslry

thai builds

spac,ec raft

Operators of

Untied

Nations

molc_ pool

Suppot let

Cytoskelet on

Slroma

Skeleton

Crewmembers

who maintam

spacecraft

Janitors in

launch site

buildings

Maintenance

crew ol

habgal

buildings

Officials who

operale national

public buidings

and lands

People who

maintain

inlernatlonal

tmadqua_ters

buildings
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systemsthatlacka givenprocess
to useanalternativeprocess
to accomplisha similareffect.
Individualbacteriacannotadaptto
theenvironmentby learning,since
theylackassociatorandmemory
subsystems,butbacterialcolonies
doadaptbyalteringtheexpression
of genes.Componentsof the

20subsystemsateachlevelof
livingsystemsarelistedin table2.

Similarvariablescanbemeasured
ineachsubsystematall levels.
Thesearesuchthingsasquantity,
quality,rate,andlaginflowsof
matter,energy,or information.

TABLE2 (concluded).

Subsystem

Level

Cell

Organ

Organism

Inpul

transducer

Receptol slles

on mem_ane

foe activation of

cyclic AMP

Receplol

celt of

sense

organ

Sense organs

Internal

Iransducer

Reoressor

molecules

Specialized

cell of sinoatrial

node of heart

Propriocept ms

Channel

and nel

Pathways of

mRNA, second

messengers

Nerve nel el

organ

PLormonal

pathways,

cenlral and

peripheral

nerve nets

Timer

Fluctuating ATP

and NADP

Hearl

pacemaker

Suplaoptic

nuclei of

thalamus

Decoder

Molecular

binding sites

Second echelon

cell of sense

organ

Sensory nuclei

Associdt or

Unknown

None found;

upwardly

dispe., sed Io

olganlsm

Unknown

neural

con,pUllenlS

Memory

None found.

upwardly

dispersed to

organism

Unknown

neural

components

Decider

Regulator genes

Sympalhelic

f,ber of

sinoal rlal node

el heart

Componenls al

several echelons

el i_ervous

syslem

Encoder

SlruClure that

synthesizes

hormones

Plesynapllc

legion ot

output

neuron

TempotopaHelal

are,i el

d_lzielanl

hemisphere of

human col te_(

Oulpul

transducer

Presynaplic

membrane

el neuron

Presynaplic

region of

output

neuron

Larynx; olher

componenls

Ihal outpul

slgnats

Group Crewmember Clewlnember Aslronauts who Dispersed to Member who D+spelsed tu ell Dlsper_.ed Caplam el crew Members who Membels

who recetves who repoqts communfcale all members explains coded members who Io all in capsule write lepor ts who repoll

messages from crew's reaclions parson to person who hear me_,sage learn new crewmembers el space Io Mission

ground coetlol to lile in capsule brae sigllals lechnlques experience ConlfOl

Organizalion NASA Representative Users of NASA OIhce EKpef|s who People who Filing NASA Public lelatio.s Adminislralot

secletaries of employees inlernal phone responsible explai,_ specs tram new depdrlmenl execullves, slatl who makes

who take who reports network lot scheduling Io contractor_ employees deparlmenl policy

incoming calls Io execufive II_hls heads, middle television

managers speech

Community Operators of CommuniCator Psychologists Carelakers of Users of Engineers Scienlists Celdral Commanding elf ice+ who

downlink to over downlink who report clocks in commumcation who mterprel who do compule= (dlicer af_d wr+tes report

Earth IO E,*rth on morale ot cummunily syslem In budding research In of space 51=11 to Eallh

spacefarer s space station bluel_inls space community slaPon

Society Foreign news Public opinion Telephone and Legislature Cryptographers All leaching Keepers at Voters and Oratlers ol N.Hional

_rVl_ polling communicalions who decide on inslilubons el a national OtllClals at treal4es tepresenlat+ves

organizations; organizations lime and zone counlry archives national Io mlernalional

vOlerS changes government meetings

Supranational UN Assembly Speaker Item iNTELSAT Pei'sonnel el Translalors Ior FAO units Ihal Librarians of _li+Jllal UN Office of Official who

system hearing member Greenwich supranational leach In,ruing UN libraries represenlatlves Public announces

speaker Irom counlry to obserValory meetings methods in Third to inlernational Inlormal_on decisions of

nonmember supranal lot,el World nalions space supr anabonal

ler,ltory meel,ng conterences body

*Nole Tile components hsled in lable 2 are examples selected from many possible structures of each subsyslem and at each level At the organism level,

animals are chosen in preference to plants, although many components of plants are comparable In general, examples are hum human rather than animal

grllups, allhuogh similar structures exist in many other species Only human beings form systems above the group Table 2 places special emphasis on living

systems involved in space exploration and habitalion At each level the examples of subsystem components are from different lypes of systems This choice

m_kus it clear that the analysis applies to various sorts of syslems At the level of the group and above, components involved in communications rather Ihan

rnonetary flows are used as examples in inlormation processing subsystems This is done because monetary flows, while obviously important, are found only

irf hurnan systems and are currently nol very significanl in space habitations.
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8. Adjustment Processes

Living systems of all kinds exist in
an uncertain environment to which

they must adapt. Excesses or

deficits of necessary matter-energy

or information inputs can stress
them and threaten their continued

well-being or even their existence.

In the midst of flux, they must

maintain steady states of their
innumerable variables.

Each system has a hierarchy
of values that determines its

preference for one internal steady

state rather than another; that is,

it has purposes. These are
comparison values that it matches

to information inputs or internal
transductions to determine how

far any variable has been forced

from its usual steady state. A

system may also have external

goals, such as finding and

killing prey or reaching a target

in space.

All living systems have adjustment

processes, sometimes called

"coping mechanisms," that they
can use to return variables to

their usual steady states. These
are alterations in the rates or

other aspects of the flows of

matter, energy, and information.
Subsystems also match the state

of each variable they control with

a comparison signal and use

adjustment processes to correct
deviations from it. In general,

more adjustment processes are

available to higher level systems
than to those at lower levels.

Countless small adjustments take

place continually as a living system

goes about its essential activities.
Minor deviations can often be

corrected by a single component

of one subsystem. More serious

threats are countered by a greater

number of subsystems or all of
them. Severe deviations from

steady state constitute pathology
that a system may not be able to
correct.

The six classes of adjustment

processes vary the input, internal,
and output processing of matter

and energy (matter-energy) and
information.

All adjustment processes are

used at some cost to the system.

Ordinarily a system that survives

chooses the least costly of its
alternatives.

9. Cross-Level Research

Because of the similarities that exist

across all levels of life, empirical

cross-level comparisons are

possible and are the sort of basic
research that is most characteristic

of living systems science. Since
the evolution of the levels has

occurred in physical space-time,

their comparable subsystems

and variables can ultimately be

measured in meter-kilogram-second

or compatible units.



Researchtotestcross-level

hypotheses began in the 1950s
and continues to the present

(Miller 1986a). Such research can

provide accurate and dependable

fundamental knowledge about the
nature of life that can be the basis

for a wide range of applications.

LST research strategy: The

following strategy is used to

analyze systems at any level. It

has been applied to systems as

different as psychiatric patients

and organizations.

"1o Identify and make a two- or

three-dimensional map of

the structures that carry out

the 20 critical subsystem

processes in the system

being studied (see table 2).

. Identify a set of variables

in each subsystem that

describe its basic processes.
At levels of group and below,

these represent aspects of

the flows of matter, energy,
and information. At levels

of organization and above it

has proved useful to measure
five instead of three flows:

MATFLOW, materials;

ENFLOW, energy;

COMFLOW, person-to-

person, person-to-machine,
and machine-to-machine

communications information;

PERSFLOW, individual and

group personnel (who are

composed of matter and

energy and also store
and process information);

and MONFLOW, money,

money equivalents, account

entries, prices, and costs-a

special class of information.

. Determine the normal values

of relevant variables of every

subsystem and of the system
as a whole and measure them

over time, using appropriate
indicators.

The normal values of innumerable

variables have been established for

human organisms. A physician can
make use of reliable tests and

measurements and accepted

therapeutic procedures to discover

and correct pathology in a patient.
Similar information is not available

to the specialist who seeks to

improve the cost-effectiveness of

an organization. Studies that make

it possible to generalize among

organizations are few, with the
result that the usual values of most

variables are unknown at

organization and higher levels.
This lack makes it difficult to

determine to what extent an

organization's processes deviate
from "normal" for systems of its

type. Pathology in an organization

may become apparent only

when deviation is so great that

acceptance of the organization's

products or services declines or

bankruptcy threatens.
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, Take action to correct

dysfunctional aspects of the

system and make it healthier

or more cost-effective, by,

for example, removing a

psychiatric patient from an
unfavorable environment,

altering the structure or

process of a work group, or

introducing nonliving artifacts

(like computers or faster

transport equipment) into an

organization.

Our proposed study would apply

the above strategy to evaluating
the cost-effectiveness of the

operations of a crew of a Space

station, tracking the five categories
of flows through its 20 subsystems,

identifying its Strengths and

dysfunctions, and recommending

ways to improve its operations.

Later a similar approach could be

applied to a mission to Mars, a
lunar settlement, and perhaps other

human communities in space. It
could also be used at Antarctic

bases.

Validation of LST: LST arises

from the integration of a large
number of observations and

experiments on systems of a
variety of types that represent

all eight levels. As with other
scientific theories, however, its

assertions cannot be accepted

without validation.

How have some of the well-known

theories been validated? Consider,

for example, Mendeleyev's periodic

table of the elements, first

published in the mid-19th century.

In its original form, it was based on

a hypothesis that the elements

could be arranged according to

their atomic weights and that their

physical properties were related to

their place in the table. Revisions

by Mendeleyev and others over

succeeding years led to discovery
of errors in the assigned atomic

weights of 17 elements and

included new elements as they

were discovered, but the properties

of some required that several pairs
of elements be reversed, in the

early 1920s, after the discovery

of atomic numbers, a hypothesis

by van den Brock that the table
would be correct if atomic number

rather than atomic weight were

used as its basis was confirmed by

H. G. J. Moseley's measurement

of spectral lines. The present form

of the table places all known
elements in correct order and has

made it possible to predict the
characteristics of elements to be

discovered in nuclear reactions.

Confirmation of Mendeleyev's

theory required testing of a

succession of hypotheses based

on it. No theory can be considered
valid until such observation and

research have shown that its

predictions about the real systems
with which it is concerned are

accurate.

If LST is to have validity and
usefulness, confirmation of

hypotheses related to it is



essential.The first test of an

LST hypothesis was a cross-level

study of information input overload

at five levels of living systems,

carried out in the 1950s (Miller

1978, pp. 121-202). It confirmed

the hypothesis that comparable

information input-output curves

and adjustment processes to an

increase in rate of information input
would occur in systems at the level

of cell, organ, organism, group,

and organization. Numerous other

quantitative experiments have

been done on systems at various
levels to test and confirm cross-

level hypotheses based on living

systems theory (e.g., Rapoport and

Horvath 1961, Lewis 1981). Such

tests support the validity of living

systems theory.

Applications of Living
Systems Theory

Living systems theory has been

applied to physical and mental

diagnostic examinations of individual

patients and groups (Kluger 1969,
Bolman 1970, Kolouch 1970) and to

psychotherapy of individual patients

and groups (Miller and Miller 1983).
An early application of LST at

organism, group, and organization

levels was a study by Hearn in the

social service field (1958).

An application of living systems

concepts to families described

the structure, processes, and

pathologies of each subsystem
as well as feedbacks and other

adjustment processes (Miller and
Miller 1980). A subsystem review

of a real family* was carried out in a

videotaped interview that followed a
schedule designed to discover what
members were included in each of

several subsystems, how the family

decided who would carry out each

process, how much time was spent

in each, and what problems the

family perceived in each process.

Research at the level of

organizations includes a study of

some large industrial corporations

(Duncan 1972); general analyses

of organizations (Lichtman and
Hunt 1971, Reese 1972, Noell

1974, Alderfer 1976, Berrien

1976, Rogers and Rogers 1976,

and Merker 1982, 1985); an

explanation of certain pathologies
in organizations (Cummings and

DeCotiis 1973); and studies of

accounting (Swanson and Miller

1989), management accounting

(Weekes 1983), and marketing

(Reidenbach and Oliva 1981).
Other studies deal with assessment

of the effectiveness of a hospital

(Merker 1987) and of a metropolitan

transportation utility (Bryant 1987).

*Personalcommunication (videotape and script) from R. A. Bell, 1986.
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Thelargestapplicationof LSThas
beena studyoftheperformance
of 41U.S.Armybattalions
(Ruscoeetal.1985).It revealed
importantrelationshipsbetween
characteristicsof matter-energy
andinformationprocessingand
battalioneffectiveness.

A researchstudyisbeing
conductedinc0operationwithIBM,
applyinglivingsystemsprocess
analysistotheflowsof materials,
energy,communications,money,
andpersonnelina corporation,
inordertodetermineitscost-

effectiveness and productivity.

Discussions of possible use of

living systems process analysis
to evaluate cost-effectiveness in

Government agencies are under
way with the General Accounting
Office of the United States.

Several researchers (Bolman

1967; Baker and O'Brien 1971;

Newbrough 1972; Pierce 1972;

Burgess, Nelson, and Wallhaus

1974) have used LST as a

framework for modeling, analysis,

and evaluation of community
mental health activities and health

delivery systems. LST has also

provided a theoretical basis for
assessing program effectiveness

in community life (Weiss and

Rein 1970).

After a pretest of comparable

methods of evaluation, a study of

public schools in the San Francisco

area was carried out (Banathy and

Mills 1985). A more extensive

study of schools in that area is now

in process under a grant from the
National Science Foundation.

The International Joint Commission

of Canada and the United States

has been using living systems

theory as a conceptual framework

for exploring the creation of a

supranational electronic network to

monitor the region surrounding the

border separating those two

countries (Miller 1986b).

Other applied research studies are

in planning stages, and proposals

are being prepared for some
of them. These include an

investigation of how to combine
bibliographical information on living

systems at the cell, organ, and

organism levels by the use of
computer software employing living

systems concepts; an analysis of
insect behavior in an ant nest;

and a study of organizational

behavior and organizational

pathology in hospitals.

The conceptual framework of

LST and its implications for the

generalization of knowledge from
one discipline to another have been

discussed by many authors (see
Miller 1978 and Social Science

Citation Index 1979 ft.).



It is tooearlyto makea definitive
evaluationofthevalidityof living
systemstheory.Notenough
studieshavebeencarriedout
andnotenoughdatahavebeen
collected.It is possibleto say,
however,thatthetheoryhas
provedusefulin conceptualizing
andworkingwithrealsystemsat
sevenof theeightlevels.Studies
attheeighthlevel,theorgan,have
notsofar beencarriedoutbut
thesewillbeundertakenin the
future. Inaddition,thegeneral
consensusof publishedarticles
aboutthetheoryhasbeen
supportive.

A Proposed LST Space

Research Project

It appears probable that the space

station that is now in the planning

stage at NASA will become a reality

in the next few years. It would be

a prototype for future nonterrestrial
communities--on the Moon and on

Mars.

The crew of such a station would

include not only astronauts but also

technicians and other personnel.

They would spend a much longer

time in the space environment

than crews of space vehicles on

previous missions had spent.

Our research method would use

LST process analysis to study the

space station crew, identify its

strengths and dysfunctions,

evaluate the performance of

personnel, and recommend ways to

improve the cost-effectiveness of its

operations.

Until the space station is in

operation, we would study human
activities on modules of a simulated

space station. The method used in

this phase could later be applied to

the space station and eventually to
settlements on the Moon or on

Mars.

The basic strategy of LST process

analysis of organizations is to track

the five flows--matter, energy,

personnel, communication, and

monetary information--through

the 20 subsystems and observe and
measure variables related to each.

Since money flows would probably

be unimportant in the early stages of

a space station, only the first four are

relevant to the first phase of
this research. A larger and more

permanent space settlement might

well have a money economy.

We would measure such variables

as rate of flow of essential materials;

lags, error rates, and distortion in
information transmissions; timeliness

of completing assigned tasks; and
time and resource costs of various

activities.

Data Collection

We plan to collect both subjective

and objective data.
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Subjectivedatawouldconsistof
responsesbypersonnelto
questionsabouttheiractivities
relatedto thevariablesunder
study. Questionswouldbe
presentedandansweredon
computerterminals.Responses
wouldbecollectedina centralized
knowledgebasefor analysisbya
computerizedexpertsystem.

Inadditionto thesesubjective
reports,ourresearchdesign
includestheuseofobjective
indicatorsorsensorsto monitor
flowsinallsubsystemsand
componentsandmeasurethem
ona real-timebasis.Atime
seriesofdataaboutthemwould
betransmittedor telemeteredto
theknowledgebasein the
computer:

Inadditionto standardmeasures
of unitsof energy,quantitiesof
material,bitsof information,and
theusualpersonnelrecords,we
planto makeuseofa novel
technicalinnovationto monitorthe
movementsof personneland
materials.Itconsistsof badges
similartotheordinaryIDbadges
wornby personnelinmany
organizations.Eachbadge
containsan infraredtransponder
in theformof a microchipthat,
on receiptof an infraredsignal
fromanothertransponderon
thewall,transmitsa streamof
14charactersthatidentifiesthe
personorobjectto whichthe

badgeisattached.Withthis
equipmentit is possibleto locate
in0.7secanyoneof up to
65000personsormaterialssuch
asequipment,furniture,weapons,
ammunition,or food. Ifdesired,
thephonenearestto a person's
presentlocationcanberungin
another0.3sec.

Inthiswaymanyaspectsof
processessuchastheresponse
timeof personnelto questionsor
commands, the average time spent

in various activities, the patterns of

interactions among peopie, and the
movement of equipment to different

parts of the space station can be

measured without unduly disrupting

the day-to-day activities of the

system.

All the data on the five major flows

from questionnaires and objective
indicators would be stored in a

single computer. Such data could

help NASA officials evaluate the

effects on space station operations

of changes in policy or procedure.
In addition, measurements of

variables over time make it

possible to determi.ne norms for

them and to identify deviations

that may show either special

strengths or dysfunctions. With

such information, a computerized

expert system can analyze the

relationships among the different

variables of the five major flows

and suggest ways to improve the

space station's effectiveness.



Figure3 isa diagramof thespace
stationshowinghowthefiveflows,
MATFLOW,ENFLOW,COMFLOW,
PERSFLOW,andMONFLOW,
mightgo throughits subsystems.
Thesubsystemsareidentifiedby

thesymbolsshownin figure2.
Evenwhenonlytheprimaryflows
of eachsortin thespacestation
aresuperimposedinadiagramlike
figure3,theyforma verycomplex
pattern.
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The Five Flows in the Subsystems of

the Space Station
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In a real space situation, use of
monitoring would be of value in
many ways. It could identify and
report technological or human
problems as they occurred.
Badges would make it easy for
each spacefarer to be found at all
times. The officer of the watch
would be able to see instantly
on a screen the location of all
crewmembers with active badges.
In addition, the computer could be
programmed to present possible
solutions to problems and even to
initiate necessary steps to assure
continuation of mission safety and
effectiveness in the event of in-
flight emergencies or breakdowns.

Analyzing such flows in subsystems
of the space station would provide
experience with a novel system
for monitoring both living and
nonliving components of future
space habitations. This experience
could well lead to use of similar
methods on manned missions to
the Moon or to Mars.

For instance, some time in the
next century such procedures
could be applied to a lunar outpost,
a community that would include
men, women, and children. A wide
range of professional interests,
expertise, abilities, and perhaps
cultures mIght be represented in

Monitoring the Movement of People
and Equipment at a Space Base

Identification badges containing tiny
transponders could track the movements
of the woman playing tennis in this space
base or the man running on the track.
Similarly, property tags with such
microchips could report the up-to-the-
second location of the monorail train and

guard the artwork and plants against theft.
Communication of the microchip
transponders with transponders mounted
on walls would continually report the
movements of both personnel and
materials to a computerized expert
system, If the man servicing the monorail
train on the lower level were to get hurt,
such automatic monitoring could summon
aid in I second. And analysis by living
systems theory methods could determine
whether the interaction between the two

men on the walkway is an insignificant
waste of time, an important social

encounter, or a vital part of an informal
communications network.
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the lunarcommunity.Residents
would live for long times under
at least 6 feet of earth or other
shielding, which would provide
protection from solar radiation,
solar flares, and other lunar hazards.

Figure 4 shows such a lunar
outpost with designated areas for a
command center, habitation, solar
power collection, a small nuclear
power plant, lunar mines, a solar
furnace to use the direct rays of

Figure 4

The Five Flows In the Subsystems of a

Lunar Outpost
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(Motor}
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the Sun for smelting ore and

heating the station, a factory, a

slag heap, a farm, recycling

oxygen and hydrogen, waste

disposal, and lunar rovers to

transport materials and people on
the surface of the Moon from one

part of the community to others,
as well as for travel outside the

immediate area. The five flows

through the 20 subsystems of this

community are diagramed as were

those of the space station shown

in figure 3.

Conclusion

The conceptual system and

methology of living systems
theory appear to be of value to
research on life in isolated

environments. A space station,

which must provide suitable
conditions for human life in a

stressful environment that meets

none of the basic needs of life, is

an extreme example of such
isolation.

A space station would include living

systems at levels of individual

human beings, groups of people

engaged in a variety of activities,
and the entire crew as an

organization. It could also carry

living systems of other species,
such as other animals and plants.

Using the subsystem analysis of

living systems theory, planners of
a station, either in space or on a

celestial body, would make sure

that all the requirements for survival
at all these levels had been

considered. Attention would be

given not only to the necessary

matter and energy (including

artifacts such as machinery and

implements) but also the equally
essential information flows that

integrate and control living
systems. Many variables for each

subsystem could be monitored and
kept in steady states.

Use of living systems process

analysis of the five flows of matter-

energy and information would
assure that all members of the

crew received what they needed,
that distribution and communication

were timely and efficient, and that
the command centers within the

station and on Earth were fully
informed of the location and

activities of personnel, particularly

during an emergency.
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